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A B S T R A C T
Purpose: The nature of the symptoms associated with PNES require a multidisciplinary health team.
There are too few professionals with an adequate understanding of PNES and therefore many are not able
to provide patients with necessary information. In the age of the internet, it is not surprising that patients
or caregivers might look for answers online. The purpose of this project was to investigate the online
representation of PNES and search frequency for PNES and its associated terms.
Methods: To determine online representation, searches of: Google1, twitter1, YouTube1, and
Instagram1 for ‘‘PNES’’ and associated terms were conducted. Websites, tweets, and ﬁlms were
classiﬁed by host and exclusivity of information. PNES and associated terms search frequency was
determined through Google Trends1.
Results: Professional and patient sites exclusively about PNES were outnumbered by sites that only
mentioned PNES in fewer than three posts. Patients tended to favor less traditional hosting options than
did professionals. On twitter1, different keyword preferences were identiﬁed for professionals and
patients. On YouTube1 there was a substantial selection of videos of which 22 were professionally
produced. Google Trends1, revealed the terms most commonly used to search for this topic were in
order: (1) ‘‘PNES;’’ (2) ‘‘NEAD;’’ and (3) ‘‘pseudoseizure.’’
Conclusion: A variety of professional and patient internet content about PNES can be found online.
Professional sites offered accurate and empirically-validated information on the disorder and tended to
use traditional hosting options. Future professional initiatives might consider novel hosting options and
higher-frequency terms to reach their audience more effectively.
 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of British Epilepsy Association. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Psychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES) are seizures that
look like epileptic seizures but are not caused by sudden abnormal
electrical discharges in the brain. The nature of the symptoms
associated with PNES (seemingly neurological yet in fact psycho-
genic) requires the engagement of a multidisciplinary health team
in order to achieve the proper diagnosis and treatment of the
patient. Early correct diagnosis is often elusive taking an average of
7.2 years to be reached [1]. Iatrogenic complications may occur
when the condition is misdiagnosed and treated with incorrect
pharmacological agents over the years. In fact, an estimated 75% of
PNES patients are unnecessarily prescribed anti-epileptic drugs* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 212 661 7460; fax: +1 201 343 6689.
E-mail address: lmyers@epilepsygroup.com (L. Myers).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2016.06.018
1059-1311/ 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of British Epilepsy
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).(AEDs) prior to receiving the correct diagnosis [2] and some even
die during unnecessary medical interventions for prolonged
episodes [3]. PNESs have been associated with very poor quality
of life, high rates of disability, and excessive medical utilization [4].
The misconceptions held by numerous professionals regarding
PNES itself about the voluntary nature of the psychogenic episodes,
prognosis, and treatment options [5] add to the considerable
obstacles patients face. Health professionals who are unfamiliar
with the condition, are obviously less able to provide patients with
useful information. Understandably, this often contributes to
persisting seizures and unaddressed psychological problems.
Clinicians have been noted to experience some confusion as to
whether neurologists or psychiatrists are responsible for the
treatment of the patient with PNES [6]. Patients are left feeling
confused about their diagnosis and unsure about the recommen-
dations [7]. When patients do reach out to a mental health
professional, it is not uncommon to encounter resistance from Association. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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liability concerns (in the USA) regarding seizures in the ofﬁce
and doubts regarding the validity of the diagnosis and/or the
volitional nature of the symptoms [8–10]. Therefore, in the age of
the internet, it is not surprising that patients or caregivers may
launch their own proactive online search behavior.
Vulnerable populations, such as medical patients and the
elderly, use the internet for social relationships, positive commu-
nication, a sense of community [11], to reduce social isolation [12],
to obtain medical advice and access to better care and increased
well-being, for suicide prevention [13] and to gain motivation to
improve their lives [14]. Since emerging, the internet has been
populated with an explosion of health information. ‘‘E-Health’’ is a
broad term that refers to digital resources and practices that
support health, enabling people to ﬁnd information, communicate
with providers, seek peer support, and manage chronic
conditions[15]. With regards to epilepsy, Brigo et al. [16] found
that Google and Wikipedia searches seem to serve the purpose to
obtain information about seizure symptoms possibly for self-
diagnosis purposes, and that concerns about driving and work and
news about celebrities with epilepsy may be major determinants
in online searches [17,18]. As for those with serious mental illness,
they are increasingly turning to social media to share their illness
experiences or seek advice from others with similar health
conditions [19]. However, with the positives come the negatives
including privacy concerns [20], the breaching of ethical bound-
aries [21] and cyberbullying [22] and misinformation [23]. Medical
professionals, tend to use the internet to communicate more easily
[24], disseminate health education and health-risk prevention
campaigns [25] and to attract patients to their practice [26].
In the last 5–10 years, numerous social media venues have
emerged including Tumblr1 (a microblogging platform and social
networking website launched in 2007 that allows users to post
videos, pictures, and written content to a short-form blog),
Reddit1 (an entertainment, social, news networking website
launched in 2005 that is akin to an online bulletin board system),
Facebook1 (a free social networking website launched in 2004 that
allows registered users to create personal or professional pages,
upload photos and videos, and send messages to ‘‘friends’’), The
Experience Project (a free social networking website that ran from
2007 to 2016 in which members submitted personal stories,
confessions, blogs, groups, photos, and videos), Pinterest1 (a
photo sharing website launched in 2010), YouTube1 (a video
sharing website launched in 2005), twitter1 (a social network
service launched in 2006 that allows users to send messages of up
to 140 characters) and Instagram (an online social networking
service that allows users to share photos and videos on the
application itself or through other social networking platforms).
The purpose of the present study was to examine the online
representation of PNES on the varied existing internet options and
the frequency of searches for PNES and its associated terminology
using acronyms as well as whole words.
2. Methods
In order to determine on-line representation of PNES, we
conducted four separate searches: (1) Google1, (2) twitter1, (3)
Instagram1, and (4) YouTube1 for the following terms: ‘‘pnes’’;
‘‘pseudoseizure’’; ‘‘nonepileptic’’; ‘‘stress seizure’’; ‘‘dissociative
seizure’’; ‘‘nonepileptic attack disorder’’; ‘‘NEAD’’; ‘‘psychogenic
seizure’’ and ‘‘psychogenic seizures’’. The search for Google1,
twitter1 and YouTube1 was conducted in January 2016 and
Instagram1 was searched in May 2016. All links were active when
checked in the second half of May 2016. All websites that appeared
on the ﬁrst three pages of Google1 and YouTube1 were recorded.
The Google.com search engine produced hits for Facebook, Reddit,Wikipedia, Tumblr, etc. However, twitter1 as well as Instagram1
content did not show up which required that the twitter1 and
Instagram1’s internal search engines be used. Although some
YouTube1 videos did appear on the basic Google1 search, we
decided to examine YouTube with its internal search engine in
order to collect a more comprehensive grouping of PNES-speciﬁc
videos. Once the search hits were obtained, we separated the
websites into categories: (1) professionally-hosted, (2) patient/
activist hosted, and (3) dually-hosted (professional and patient/
activist). The criteria to be considered a professionally-hosted
website was that these were hosted by a medical center, individual
health professional or foundation. The criteria for patient/activist
hosted websites was that they were unafﬁliated to any formal
health institution. A third category was a dually professional/
patient/activist site that might be hosted by a formal health
institution or by a patient advocacy group but in which the content
was provided by both professionals and patients/advocates. The
hosting source was determined by reading the ‘‘About Us’’ or ‘‘Who
we are’’ tabs of each website.
As for twitter1, the ﬁrst 60 tweets were recorded and the
tweeters chosen name or hashtag handles that followed the tweet
were used to identify whether the tweeter might be a professional.
As for Instagram, we counted the total number of posts for each
hashtag keyword. All posts that were public were examined but
there are many posts that could not be accessed because they are
‘‘private.’’
Websites were then further classiﬁed into two categories: those
that were exclusively about PNES and those that were only
partially about PNES. The criteria used to classify the websites into
one of these two categories was that those websites that had no
more than three posts about PNES were considered ‘‘not exclusive’’
and those that had four or more posts about PNES or whose stated
overarching mission was solely to highlight the topic of PNES were
classiﬁed as ‘‘exclusive.’’ (See Table 1.) Articles that were published
in peer reviewed professional journals were excluded as access can
be limited to those who have a subscription/payment and typically
employ terminology that is not easily understood by the lay public.
The only exceptions to this criteria of exclusion was made when a
peer reviewed article was discussed on a website directed at the
lay public (e.g. psychiatrictimes.com, science20.com).
In order to determine the frequency of searches for PNES and
associated terms, numbers on Google Trends1 from 2004 through
2015 were tallied for the following words and abbreviations:
‘‘pnes’’, ‘‘pseudoseizure’’, ‘‘nonepileptic’’, ‘‘stress seizure’’, ‘‘disso-
ciative seizure’’, ‘‘nonepileptic attack disorder’’, ‘‘NEAD’’, ‘‘psycho-
genic seizure’’ and ‘‘psychogenic seizures’’. January 2004 was
chosen as a start date because this was the ﬁrst documented
appearance of a search term relating to PNES on Google Trends1.
The procedure we implemented was to type in each of the terms
mentioned above, one by one into Google Trends1. We then added
up the monthly numbers to determine the yearly amount of
searches for each term (Graph 1). It should be noted that when a
keyword is searched for in Google Trends1, Google1 produces a
graph showing the term’s popularity over time in (nearly) real
time. However, the numbers that appear show total searches for a
term relative to the total number of searches done on Google1
over time. Google1 does not provide the absolute number of
searches but rather an approximation.
3. Results
3.1. Google1 search results
3.1.1. The online representation of PNES (and associated terms)
An examination of online representation of PNES using all the
terms described above revealed 76 professionally-hosted sites and
Table 1
Professionally-hosted PNES websites.
Professionally hosted websites solely about
PNES
Professional websites that mention PNES
1. facebook.com/pages/Psychological-Non-Epileptic-Seizures/144184112260986?sk=timeline
2. www.epilepsyfree.com/epilepsy-facts-seizures/
1. www.nonepilepticattacks.info 3./www.currentpsychiatry.com/home/article/
psychogenic-or-epileptic-seizures-how-to-clinch-the-diagnosis/4d275eacf693a65766c330ad93d65411.
html
2. www.nonepilepticseizures.com/ 4. pmj.bmj.com/content/81/958/498.full
3. www.shefﬁeld.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.125591!/
ﬁle/NEST_Patient-Booklet-Revised-
v2-130511.pdf
5. www.aesnet.org/clinical_resources/faqs#One
4. www.neurosymptoms.org/ 6. www.aafp.org/afp/2005/0901/p849.html
7. www.bcepilepsy.com/ﬁles/Information_Sheets/non-epileptic_seizures.pdf
8. www.psychiatrictimes.com/articles/challenge-psychogenic-nonepileptic-seizures
9. www.currentpsychiatry.com/ﬁleadmin/cp_archive/pdf/0511/0511CP_Neuroscience.pdf
10. www.newscientist.com/article/dn9325-one-in-ﬁve-epilepsy-diagnoses-may-be-wrong.html#.
VRGwjPnF_uQ
11. www.medpagetoday.com/Neurology/Seizures/3552
12. www.webmd.com/epilepsy/news/20070122/dogs-respond-non-epileptic-seizures
13. www.psychiatrictimes.com/articles/
comorbid-medical-illnesses-children-psychogenic-nonepileptic-seizures
14. www.drugs.com/cg/non-epileptic-seizures.html
15. my.clevelandclinic.org/ccf/media/ﬁles/Epilepsy_Center/08_NEU_060_NonEpilepsyPatient_v2.pdf
16. patients.aan.com/resources/neurologynow/?event=home.showArticle&id=ovid.com:/bib/ovftdb/
01222928-200804060-00016
17. www.epilepsygroup.com/clinical-detail4-10-12/epilepsy-psychogenic-nonepileptic-NES-PNES.htm
18. www.epilepsytalk.com/2010/02/17/conditions-commonly-misdiagnosed-as-epilepsy/
19. www.consultantlive.com/nervous-system-diseases/
it-seizure-differentiating-epileptic-seizures-nonepileptic-events
20. www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/
symptoms_that_mimic_epilepsy_linked_to_stress_poor_coping_skills
21. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/121203081623.htm
22. www.nhs.uk/ipgmedia/national/Epilepsy%20Action/Assets/Non-EpilepticAttackDisorder.pdf
23. www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/08/11/chris-brown-stress-seizure/2640643/
24. www.hufﬁngtonpost.com/2013/08/12/stress-seizure-chris-brown-non-epileptic_n_3743912.html
25. www.webmd.com/epilepsy/tc/nonepileptic-seizures-nes-topic-overview
26. www.science20.com/news_articles/
pnes_psychogenic_nonepileptic_seizures_beneﬁt_from_cognitive_behavioral_therapy-139836
27. www.uptodate.com/contents/psychogenic-nonepileptic-seizures
28. www.anxiety.org/anxiety-linked-to-nonepileptic-seizures
29. www.epilepsyresearch.org.uk/non-epileptic-seizures-may-be-linked-to-anxiety-levels/
30. www.disabled-world.com/health/neurology/pnes.php (09-05-2014)
31. www.emedicine.medscape.com
32. www.emlyceum.com/2014/12/09/seizure-answers/
33. www.webmd.com/epilepsy/conditions-similar-to-epilepsy
34. www.aafp.org/afp/topicModules/viewTopicModule.htm?topicModuleId=80
35. www.uptodate.com/contents/seizures-in-adults-beyond-the-basics
36. www.livestrong.com/article/138985-what-are-some-potential-causes-nonepileptic-seizures/
37. www.epilepsia.net/evento/una-introduccion-crisis-psicogenas-pnes/
38. www.epilepsysociety.org.uk/non-epileptic-seizures#.VIn8sTHF9wU
39. www.mnepilepsy.org/epilepsy-research/scientiﬁc-literature/non-epileptic-seizures/
40. www.epilepsy.com/search/site/psychogenic
41. www.neurology.stanford.edu/epilepsy/patientcare/videos/e_19.html
42. www.hsc.usf.edu/COM/epilepsy/PNESbrochure.pdf
43. www.shmg.org/pnes
44. www.barrowneuro.org/get-to-know-barrow/centers-programs/neuropsychology-program/
lifespan-center-for-neuropsychological-rehabilitation/
45. www.aafp.org/afp/2005/0901/p849.html
46. www.currentpsychiatry.com/ﬁleadmin/cp_archive/pdf/0511/0511CP_Neuroscience.pdf
47. www.medpagetoday.com/Neurology/Seizures/3552
48. abcnews.go.com/Health/MindMoodNews/story?id=7473832
49. www.epilepsygroup.com/clinical-detail4-10-12/epilepsy-psychogenic-nonepileptic-NES-PNES.htm
50. www.consultantlive.com/nervous-system-diseases/
it-seizure-differentiating-epileptic-seizures-nonepileptic-events
51. www.epilepsylifelinks.com/
events-news-epilepsy-2015-10-03-Annual-Northeast-Regional-Epilepsy-Group-Conference.php
52. www.epilepsysociety.org.uk/non-epileptic-seizures#.Vu6W4pXQBMs
53. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/121203081623.htm
54. www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychogenic_non-epileptic_seizures
55. www.nationwidechildrens.org/psychogenic-non-epileptic-seizures
56. www.health.ucsd.edu/specialties/neuro/specialty-programs/epilepsy-center/Pages/
non-epileptic-spells.aspx
57. www.neurocenter.com/the-epilepsy-center.aspx
58. www.futurity.org/pseudo-epilepsy-is-actually-stress/
59. www.patient.info/doctor/non-epileptic-seizures
60. www.lohud.com/story/sponsor-story/newyork-presbyterian-hospital/2016/01/19/pnes-seizures/
78357116/
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Table 1 (Continued )
Professionally hosted websites solely about
PNES
Professional websites that mention PNES
61. www.prweb.com/releases/2014/01/prweb11536595.htm
62. www.fndhope.org
63. www.henryford.com/body.cfm?id=53213
64. www.ucepilepsycenter.com/about-epilepsy/types-of-seizures/psychogenic-non-epileptic-seizures/
65. www.epilepsy.va.gov/Library/PNESVAtelea.pdf
66. www.ohsu.edu/blogs/brain/2013/07/03/functional-psychogenic-neurological-disorders/
67. www.justanswer.com/neurology/5mcnh-diagnosed-functional-neurological-disorder.html
68. www.neurology-in-ggc.scot.nhs.uk/functional-neurological-symptoms-glasgow
69. www.theravive.com/therapedia/
Conversion-Disorder-(Functional-Neurological-Symptom-Disorder)-DSM–5-300.
11-(ICD–10–CM-Multiple-Codes)
70. www.facebook.com/
Functional-Neurological-DisorderConversion-Disorder-fndhopeorg-192867287498527/
71. www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_neurological_symptom_disorder
72. www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychogenic_non-epileptic_seizures
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the combined patient/activist and professionally-hosted category.
Two of these were hosted by a group based in Great Britain and
were employing both a traditional website (http://fndhope.org/
living-fnd/physicians/) and a Facebook page. The third dual site is a
blog (http://blog.nonepilepticseizures.com/) that is hosted by a
health professional in the United States and which invites patient/
activist bloggers to contribute content several times a year.
3.1.2. PNES-exclusive vs. sites not exclusively dedicated to PNES
Professional sites that were exclusively about PNES (4) were far
outnumbered by websites that only mentioned PNES in fewer than
three posts (72). The exclusive sites hosted by professionals
included deﬁnitions of the condition and answers to frequently
asked questions (causes and treatment options).
Of the exclusive sites, the ﬁrst listed in Table 1, none-
pilepticattacks.com is hosted by a multidisciplinary team of health
professionals and provides the visitor with very comprehensive
information about NEAD while also offering sub-links on self-help,
downloadable forms and patients are invited to share personal
testimonials. Other relevant issues to NEAD are also addressed
including driving and social security beneﬁts. The second site
(nonepilepticseizures.com) provides the visitor with informationGraph 1. Google trends yearlabout the PNES diagnostic and treatment center that hosts the site,
lists PNES facts and offers downloadable materials. It also lists
PNES treatment referral sites in 17 of the 50 states in the United
States of America, announces upcoming PNES events and news
stories, webinars, publications and poster presentations. The third
is a blog (http://blog.nonepilepticseizures.com/) in which opinions
about diagnosis, treatment and stigma/challenges of PNES and
book or article reviews are discussed. Both the second and third
sites are hosted by a clinical psychologist (LM). The fourth site
(http://www.shefﬁeld.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.125591!/ﬁle/
NEST_Patient-Booklet-Revised-v2-130511.pdf) is a 27 page book-
let for patients which deﬁnes NEAD, its triggers, goes over how to
explain NEAD to others, what to do in the event of an episode,
treatments, and other associated issues (i.e. driving, beneﬁts, tips,
etc.). It was produced by the Nonepileptic Seizures Treatment
Group (NEST) which is an interdisciplinary collaboration of
clinicians and academics working in Shefﬁeld, Manchester and
Leeds, Great Britain.
Of the professional sites that were not exclusively dedicated to
PNES but that had three or less posts, most were hosted by medical
institutions, health websites for the general public or on news
venues (e.g. Hufﬁngton Post). Epilepsy foundations, and websites
that summarize health information for health providers (e.g.y searches by keywords.
Table 2
Patient-hosted PNES websites.
Patient websites that are solely about PNES Patient websites that mention PNES
1. www.unworriedblog.com 1. www.facebook.com/P.N.E.Seizures
2. www.livingwithneadblog.tumblr.com/ 2. www.facebook.com/groups/231450213654539/
3. www.justalittlewonky.tumblr.com/ 3. www.facebook.com/pages/Non-epileptic-seizures/362322653875756
4. www.drivenbyme.net/ 4. www.facebook.com/pages/NEAD-Trust/101554536567742
5. www.psychogenicseizures.wordpress.com/ 5. www.facebook.com/groups/180958708605221/
6. www.levenmetppea.wordpress.com/blog/ 6. www.facebook.com/groups/106536909414297/
7. www.goanimate.com/videos/00EJLjGeWRH4 7. www.facebook.com/groups/231450213654539/
8. www.www.nonepilepticattackdisorder.org.uk/ 8. www.facebook.com/groups/111315502240519/
9. www.colorofpnes.blogspot.com/?m=1 9. www.facebook.com/groups/pnessupport/
10. www.psychogenicseizures.org/ 10. www.facebook.com/NonEpileptic.org
11. www.livingwithnonepilepticattackdisorder.
wordpress.com
11. facebook.com/pages/PNES/400779120084636
12. www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-epileptic_seizure
13. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/875754
14. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/1554876
15. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/1911066
16. www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/k320s/iama_26yr_female_with_an_interesting_mental/
17. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/2102296
18. www.patient.co.uk/doctor/Non-Epileptic-Attack-Disorder-(NEAD).htm
19. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/2416353
20. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/2466618
21. www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/x8te1/iama_22yo_who_has_suffered_with_nonepileptic/
22. www.fpnotebook.com/mobile/Neuro/Psych/PsychgncNnplptcSzr.htm
23. www.missfragilebird.tumblr.com/post/50421052860/
i-tried-to-talk-to-my-mum-about-how-im-struggling
24. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/3340212
25. www.experienceproject.com/groups/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/133989
26. www.pinterest.com/search/pins/?q=PNES%20seizures&term_meta%5B
%5D=PNES%7Ctyped&term_meta%5B%5D=seizures%7Cguide%7C
word%7C0&add_reﬁne=seizures%7Cguide%7Cword%7C0
27. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/4145578
28. www.pinterest.com/Cassiedoll88/pnes/
29. www.asnapshotoﬂife.tumblr.com/post/92182979369/lying-on-the-left-pain-on-the-right
30. www.neurosciencestuff.tumblr.com/post/93505996079/new-research-links-anxiety-to-epilepsy-like
31. www.reddit.com/r/keto/comments/2hccb2/keto_for_non_epileptic_seizures/
32. www.newstatesman.com/lifestyle/2014/11/
brendan-s-ﬁts-seemed-epilepsy-until-we-looked-his-emotional-life
33. www.reddit.com/r/Anxiety/comments/2otin2/trying_to_learn_how_to_deal_with_pnes_and_anxiety/
34. www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Psychogenic-Non-epileptic-Seizure-Disorder/5499067
35. www.pinterest.com/search/pins/?rs=ac&len=2&q=non+epileptic+seizures&term_meta%5B%5D=non
%7Cautocomplete%7C0&term_meta%5B%5D=epileptic%7Cautocomplete
%7C0&term_meta%5B%5D=seizures%7Cautocomplete%7C0&remove_reﬁne=seizures%7Ctyped
36. www.enbyprincev2.tumblr.com/post/77093925101/nead-101
37. www.loobyloucreations.tumblr.com/post/100931401994/
people-call-me-brave-people-say-to-me-you-are-so
38. www.loobyloucreations.tumblr.com/post/101691708999/so-over-these-seizures-already
39. www.patientslikeme.com/conditions/338-psychogenic-non-epileptic-seizures
40. www.nvdaily.com/news/2015/03/frustrating-diagnosis-leads-strasburg-resident-to-nyc/
41. www.standard.net/Hers/2015/09/14/Farr-West-girl-creates-awareness-for-dad-s-seizure-disorder.html
42. www.functionalmovementdisorder.com/
43. twitter1.com/NEADawarenessUK
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Most tended to offer summarized information about PNES while
news stories discussed awareness efforts and treatments that a
particular patient might be receiving.
Sites created by patients and activists that were ‘‘exclusively
about’’ PNES (11) were far outnumbered by sites that mentioned
PNES in less than three mentions/posts (43). Of the exclusive sites,
nine were blogs in which the writer’s opinions and experiences,
and helpful tips were shared. Another website (www.
nonepilepticattackdisorder.org.uk/) offered information about
NEAD (veriﬁed by medical professionals), news stories, support
groups, links, videos, and a blog. There was also one video
(goanimate.com/videos/00EJLjGeWRH4) that explained PNES
through a cartoon.
Of the patient sites that were not exclusively dedicated to PNES,
most were serving the purpose of raising awareness and fostering a
connection with other PNES patients and the caregiver community.3.1.3. Web hosting options
Professionally-hosted websites tended to use more traditional
hosting options (i.e. classic website design). Only one utilized
Facebook (Table 1). Patients/activists tended to utilize a much
wider variety of social media website options (Table 2). These
included Tumblr1, Reddit1, Facebook1, The Experience Project,
Instagram1 and Pinterest1.
3.2. twitter1 results
3.2.1. PNES (and associated terms) on twitter1
As for twitter1, although we noted the ﬁrst 60 tweets for each
keyword often only a minority of tweets were found to actually
refer to the health condition we were investigating. Misspellings
and use of the acronyms for other purposes or meanings were the
cause of this. A total of 260 tweets that clearly referred to PNES and
its associated terms were identiﬁed (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Tweets by patients and professionals by keyword.
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twitter1
There was a nearly equal representation of self-identiﬁed
professionals including emergency room staff, physicians, emer-
gency medical personnel, and nurses) and patient/advocate tweets
when searching for the following keywords: ‘‘non-epileptic
seizures’’, ‘‘pseudoseizures,’’ ‘‘psychogenic seizure’’ and ‘‘PNES’’.
There was a much higher representation of tweets by non-
professionals/patients when searching for the following keywords:
‘‘dissociative seizures,’’ ‘‘non-epileptic attack disorder,’’ and ‘‘stress
seizure.’’ Tweets from professionals were higher in number than
tweets by non-professionals for the term ‘‘psychogenic seizures.’’
With the exception of tweets using the keyword ‘‘pseudoseizures,’’
self-identiﬁed professionals tended to tweet announcements
about their recent publications on PNES. However, self-identiﬁed
professional tweets using the keyword ‘‘pseudoseizures’’ revealed
tweets that were pejorative and negatively biased when describing
PNES patients. A disturbing number of these tweets tended to
suggest that malingering was the cause of the seizures, it was
distasteful to work with patients suspected of having PNES, and
scoffed at the seizure semiology and the patients’ behaviors.
Language was extremely coarse and offensive in some of these
tweets.
3.3. YouTube1 results
3.3.1. PNES (and associated keywords) on YouTube1
With regards to YouTube1 (a video sharing on-line site) a
substantial selection of videos (total of 67) and channels (13) were
identiﬁed (Table 3).
3.3.2. Professional and patient/advocate ﬁlms on YouTube1
A total of 22 professional videos were found. With the exception
of three, all professional videos were aimed at the general public
and typically provided (1) a deﬁnition of PNES, (2) explanations of
association between stress (sometimes trauma) and seizures, (3)
discussions about diagnostic procedures, and (4) brief descriptions
of treatment options. Two of the professionally hosted videos for
the general public were unique in that one featured the President
of the American Epilepsy Society explaining the results of a recent
peer reviewed article on PNES in lay terms and a second one was
part of a BBC news story that featured a NEAD foundation in GreatBritain and featured a neurologist explaining the condition. Three
of the 22 professionally-made videos were aimed at a professional
audience; two featured experts discussing the bioethics of adult
and pediatric PNES and one was a webinar directed at psychol-
ogists overviewing deﬁnitions, empirically validated treatment
options, and instructions on how to deal with seizures in a therapy
ofﬁce. Of the seven professional videos with the most views
(100,300–11,604 views), all but one featured one or several doctors
providing education and overviews on PNES diagnosis and
treatment. The one exception featured the NEADTrust (a former
patient advocacy organization) on a BBC program in which one
doctor brieﬂy explained the potential causes of NEAD and patients
described living with their condition.
A total of 45 videos and 13 channels made by patients/
advocates were identiﬁed. Channels include numerous videos that
are catalogued under a particular topic by one host and offer the
possibility of subscribing. Fourteen of the 45 patient/activist videos
featured a patient being ﬁlmed while having a seizure (one was of a
child). The majority of patient/activist videos (35/49) featured
someone living with PNES offering their personal understanding of
PNES, attempting to explain what it feels like to lose control of
one’s body, sharing personal tips on what has proven helpful to the
speaker (e.g. eliminating stimulants, use of meditation, exercise),
and underscoring the importance of raising awareness. A few
videos also spoke of mistreatment by medical staff and frustration
with health professionals’ lack of knowledge regarding this
condition. One video was different than the rest in that it featured
an awareness raising challenge called the ‘‘Seizures Suck
Challenge’’ involving sucking a lemon to show how awful it is to
have these seizures and designating another person to continue
the challenge. Of the seven patient videos with the most views
(139,491–26,817 views), ﬁve were of a person being ﬁlmed while
having a seizure that was described as psychogenic, one featured a
young girl speaking about ‘‘how to make the shakes go away’’ and
one featured a young woman thoroughly explaining how she came
to be diagnosed and treated for PNES.
3.4. Instagram1 results
3.4.1. PNES (and associated keywords) on Instagram1
We were only able to examine the Instagram posts that were
public. Since Instagram1 is a photo sharing platform, PNES and
associated terms were mainly represented through images (e.g.
awareness-raising posters and covers of books on PNES). The most
common hashtag was ‘‘#nead’’ with 4331 posts. However, only one
fourth of these were in fact related to non-epileptic attack disorder.
This was followed by ‘‘#pnes’’ with a total of 1273 posts of which
three fourths were related to ‘‘psychogenic non-epileptic seizures.’’
Third in frequency was ‘‘#nonepilepticattackdisorder’’ with
454 posts of which the majority were clearly related to this health
condition. Only 38 ‘‘#pseudoseizure’’ tags and 30 ‘‘#psychogen-
icseizure’’ and ‘‘#psychogenicseizures’’ tags were found to have
been used. The tags ‘‘#stressseizure and ‘‘#dissociativeseizure’’
were nearly completely absent.
3.5. Search frequency for PNES (and associated terms) as per Google
Trends1
With regards to the search frequency of terms related to
psychogenic non-epileptic seizures Google Trends1 revealed that
consistently from 2004 until 2015, the most commonly searched
term was ‘‘PNES’’. The second most common search keyword was
‘‘NEAD’’ beginning in 2007 and surpassing ‘‘PNES’’ in 2013 and
2014; in 2015 however ‘‘NEAD’’ searches fall slightly below ‘‘PNES’’
again. Keyword search rates are then followed by the following
terms: ‘‘pseudoseizure’’, ‘‘stress seizure’’ and ‘‘nonepileptic,’’ with
Table 3
PNES on YouTube1.
Patient/Advocate YouTube1 videos and channels Professional YouTube1 videos and channels
1. https://youtu.be/SuosZw67NM8 1. https://youtu.be/BMYsxd-0654
2. https://youtu.be/M9HxLMHGErM 2. https://youtu.be/LpAy8uBQTq0
3. https://youtu.be/05NdrYygrV0 3. https://youtu.be/mz0Aufbc274
4. https://youtu.be/CHZRFdA_x5U 4. https://youtu.be/EG_azD9vR9k
5. https://youtu.be/7AQG0NWOcag 5. https://youtu.be/AM3RPNRNKuY
6. https://youtu.be/Mct4NCdT25U 6. https://youtu.be/XNsQjIg3a9k
7. https://youtu.be/ECaQ3LJvgxo 7. https://youtu.be/2qQT7rXWr1Y
8. https://youtu.be/uU_G0-3jboI 8. https://youtu.be/xYuDv-QFYu0
9. https://youtu.be/LgpTDnpGzhE 9. https://youtu.be/LxXoPvll6E4
10. https://youtu.be/09sz6ybs6Gc 10. https://youtu.be/hZQsjypBxcs
11. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=MCLSdCs6M7E 11. https://youtu.be/QgBqTEtZPeY
12. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=auB9KcEC7xA 12. https://youtu.be/3s5CN7_JROs
13. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=lQYDOLgMB0Q 13. https://youtu.be/4j3DGUC4GR4
14. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=Ji_puwAwHdU 14. https://youtu.be/X_6dDoIrbM0
15. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=Ox0HK3DwWmE 15. https://youtu.be/clQei-CCj8k
16. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=snbXodmXPHM 16. https://youtu.be/4cwW0602sxY
17. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=osrEjyR7IGk 17. https://youtu.be/7ERv-JABJBs
18. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=jyHC_Ju-EIo 18. https://youtu.be/5t-dT7Ug_V8
19. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=euoFxju-ZiI 19. https://youtu.be/HOrD4f3XoBw
20. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=zegmJ5Se0sY 20. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=L473gySwJuE
21. https://youtu.be/rnPLbVxqN5k 21. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=wOUYtBHgTZU
22. https://youtu.be/3FWwgCIJixg 22. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=LxXoPvll6E4
23. https://youtu.be/U4S5ppOiU8U There were no professionally run channels found just about PNES.
24. https://youtu.be/PlCHvNQ2VYs
25. https://youtu.be/K_JDwCJqJgM
26. https://youtu.be/GVIrGYSYiZk
27. https://youtu.be/rmELnmZj0VY
28. https://youtu.be/oCUseEp4Unk
29. https://youtu.be/XOopEqeELhg
30. https://youtu.be/z0t8mQkQAG8
31. https://youtu.be/QWB0dq3RO3U
32. https://youtu.be/MpcwEX7Baf4
33. https://youtu.be/vmGFHdt2SiU
34. https://youtu.be/7EGYb0ajQ6E
35. https://youtu.be/yUP-w4r12Gg
36. https://youtu.be/d9rLeRmU7i4
37. https://youtu.be/8ODK1tQsxSE
38. https://youtu.be/duN-QTUQZ3s
39. https://youtu.be/vPkX8s0vgiY
40. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=mDzryxteYZI
41. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=QyAQisjopVA
42. https://www.youtube1.com/
watch?v=372Bhse3TY8&list=PL4KxEyWgYBYNk_wrabT13jrpR2XQ__Czs
43. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=Ii3xzVE4rcE
44. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=F0JtdXlvISw
45. https://www.youtube1.com/watch?v=mikdJQ8tAI8
YouTube1 Channels
1. Christine Mauriello’s YouTube1 Channel: https://www.youtube1.com/channel/
UC4PEnDX9wY6XsrNVG8G7QDA/videos
2. YouTube1 channel: https://www.youtube1.com/user/10166760/videos
3. Michael Kozma’s YouTube1 channel:
https://www.youtube1.com/user/MichaelScottKozma
4. YouTube1 channel: https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UCPhoLv_6S4cZ6rhIWewa1OQ
5. Molly N’s YouTube1 channel:
https://www.youtube1.com/user/atabletca
6. Ben Martin’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UC9Hv1LgVaK_3V_hhWeAWKiA
7. Charlotte Clarke’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UC59vFycYU8Wx8x8aFeeoIRQ
8. Karren Haley’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UCG7nuqNcG4ZnND1fXEEFC2Q
9. Sean82802’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UCIz05NNYHIMGZagdFQCpPAQ
10. Marc Michel’s channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UCkUkKpP_ZstdzWKT3A8Lm8A
11. Pika23’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/user/pika23
12. Victoria Lewis’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UCJmyNOiSTAadNHx3qMQ4jfQ
13. Bridget Hope’s YouTube1 channel
https://www.youtube1.com/channel/UCrjAQ7hLiP4jgCmFHFuFXFw/videos
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seizure’’ and ‘‘psychogenic seizures’’ were consistently the least
searched for keywords and ‘‘dissociative seizure’’ and ‘‘non
epileptic attack disorder’’ searches were so low as to not appear
in Google Trends1.
4. Discussion
The objective of this study was to examine the representation of
PNES on the internet and online search frequency for this health
condition. A recent publication by Vaidya-Mathur et al. [27]
examined socialization preferences in 141 patients diagnosed with
PNES. Almost 80% of the responders stated they used the computer
daily or weekly, with 51% reporting that they used the computer
daily to socialize. These numbers suggest that the internet could be
a useful tool to reach the patient community for the dissemination
of information.
Our examination of the internet for PNES and associated terms
revealed that there is already a sizeable amount of information to
be found on this health condition in a variety of mediums.
Professionals are hosting PNES content in both exclusive and non-
exclusive PNES websites, in YouTube videos, and in one Face-
book1 page. Professional associations have been found to publish
trustworthy and high-quality health information [28] so it is not
surprising that of the four professional websites directed at a lay
audience exclusively dedicated to PNES, all appeared to be
providing very comprehensive and quality information. These
websites were readily available through a Google search which
suggests that there is a good chance that patients will run across
them when looking for information on this condition.
Although our search did not produce any websites dedicated to
providing educational material and information on PNES exclu-
sively for professionals, it was brought to our attention that there is
a booklet for professionals that can be found by using keywords
‘‘NEST’’ and ‘‘Shefﬁeld. Since health professionals increasingly
obtain information and education from the internet [29] it would
seem wise to optimize this booklet for search engine use and to
produce additional updated educational materials for profes-
sionals.
Websites with professionally-produced content that were not
exclusively about PNES were much more prevalent. Medical
institutions, health websites for the general public, news venues
(e.g. Hufﬁngton Post), and epilepsy foundations were most
frequently the hosts. These non-exclusive sites seemed to be
serving the important purpose of permeating the internet with
general concepts and facts about PNES.
Professional websites exclusively focused on PNES tended to
rely on traditional hosting options (classic website design) with the
exception of only one that used Facebook1. In the future,
professionals may want to venture out of the traditional territory
and begin utilizing some of the other choices that are available
online. Shpigelman and Gill [30] have reported that people with
disabilities use Facebook1 as much as others and that they use this
modality to primarily connect with their non-disabled Facebook1
friends. Vaidya-Mathur et al. [27] found that a substantial number
of patients with PNES (61%) reported that they relied on
Facebook1 for computer-based social purposes. Facebook1, in
particular lends itself to professional communication with the
patient community because it allows the moderator to share
information, news, research recruitment announcements, and
more through posts and links while also being interactive.
Potential drawbacks are however that it requires active participa-
tion by the moderator through regular postings, monitoring what
other members may post on the page, and needing to respond to
private messages sent by members.Unfortunately, the Vaidya-Mathur [27] survey did not include
many of the newer social media options including Tumblr1,
Reddit1, etc. Our current investigation found that many of these
are being actively used by patients. Because of their layout or
minimalistic audio-visual requirements, Tumblr1, Pinterest1,
Instagram1, and Reddit1 may be less useful for professional use.
They do however seem well suited for the general public for the
purpose of raising awareness and sharing resources.
Our investigation of twitter1 revealed that certain keywords
are used much more by professionals (‘‘psychogenic seizures’’) and
others more by patients (‘‘dissociative seizures,’’ ‘‘non-epileptic
attack disorder,’’ and ‘‘stress seizure’’). Keywords that were used
almost equally by professionals and patients included non-
epileptic seizures’’, ‘‘pseudoseizures,’’ ‘‘psychogenic seizure’’ and
‘‘PNES.’’ In that Vaidya’s [27] survey of patients with PNES revealed
that only 18% of patients reported using twitter1 so this may not
be the most efﬁcient medium to reach patients. In addition,
because writers are limited to 140 characters, it is not possible to
communicate extensive amounts of information. Based on our
ﬁndings, professionals may not realize that twitter1 is not a closed
medium and can be read by anyone. Our search revealed a number
of tweets made by some who self-identiﬁed as health workers
which were quite offensive and would be especially hurtful if read
by a patient or caregiver.
The number of professional and patient-hosted YouTube1
videos we found supports that the growing trend to disseminate
health information through YouTube1 is also evident with regards
to PNES. As for the quality of the information that can be found on
YouTube, there are pros and cons that need to be considered.
Studies that have examined the quality of health information on
YouTube1 have reported that videos do sometimes contain
misleading health information [28,31]. Speciﬁcally, with regards to
videos designated as showing ‘‘seizures,’’ Cossburn and Smith [32]
and Brna et al. [33] found that a minority of ﬁlmed seizures earned
consensus from neurologist reviewers as accurately depicting
what was described [33]. As could be expected, the 22 profes-
sionally-produced videos that our investigation identiﬁed provid-
ed accurate audio-visual explanations of PNES facts and
empirically supported content. In contrast, patient videos varied
greatly in terms of content and quality. For instance, some of the
patient videos discussed treatment options that have not been
empirically validated and opinions that may or may not be
generalizable. An interesting future study might assess these
videos systematically to determine quality. Quality control is
important because these videos are easily accessed and the
probability of a lay user ﬁnding such content and adopting what is
depicted there for self-diagnosis or treatment purposes is
relatively high. In the future, professionals seeking greater
penetration into the ﬁeld of online ﬁlms might require production
of higher quality and therefore costlier educational ﬁlms.
Currently existing patient-hosted websites that were exclu-
sively or not exclusively dedicated to PNES appeared to serve the
purpose of ‘‘peer to peer’’ communication. The majority of the
exclusive-PNES sites managed by patient/advocates were blogs in
which personal opinions were expressed.
When professionals set about developing online materials
about PNES, they may optimize searches by ensuring the content
contains highest frequency search terms (i.e. PNES and NEAD). It is
encouraging to see that ‘‘pseudoseizures’’ is in the 3rd place of
search rates and gradually dropping (although it seems to have had
a bit of a resurgence in 2015). Although this is now an outdated
term with a potential to negatively impact patient-clinician
rapport, Brigo et al. [34] noted that ‘‘pseudoseizures’’ still continue
to appear in publications found in PubMed. The potential for
‘‘pseudoseizures’’ to be used hurtfully was observed when our
twitter1 search revealed pejorative tweets that were apparently
L. Myers et al. / Seizure 40 (2016) 114–122122posted by self-identiﬁed health professionals while none of the
other keywords revealed similarly aggressive tweets.
As with any study, there are limitations including one which is
that we restricted ourselves to assessing Google Trends1 alone
and did not examine other search engines. Another limitation is
that we only reported search term frequencies (and left out
‘‘functional seizures’’) without examining information seeking
behaviors and preferences and also searched for acronyms that
may have different meanings and give false positives. We also
limited ourselves to English while searches for psychogenic
seizures in different languages might have revealed very different
ﬁndings associated to cultural and linguistic variations. Finally, it is
necessary to mention that the web is growing exponentially and it
is therefore very likely that there may be other sites and mediums
that we have missed.
In concluding, there is a large a variety of professional and
patient-hosted internet content about PNES that can be found
online. Social media and the internet are resources that are not
only now well established in everyday life but also appear to be
expanding rapidly. From a health perspective, the internet offers
many promising opportunities for an interaction between the
patients and professional communities.
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